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The strangeness production in antiproton annihilation on nuclei is investigated by means of a
cascade-type model, within the frame of the conventional picture of the annihilation on a single nu-
cleon followed by subsequent rescattering proceeding in the hadronic phase. The following hadrons
are introduced: N, A, X, A, m, g, co, E, and K and, as far as possible, the experimental reaction
cross sections are used in our simulation. The numerical results are compared with experimental
data up to 4 GeV/c. The A yield is correctly reproduced, while the A and K, yields are overestimat-
ed in the p ra and pNe cases. On the other hand, the rapidity and perpendicular momentum distri-
butions are well reproduced. It is shown that total strange yield is not very much affected by the as-
sociated production taking place during the rescattering process. It is also shown that the A/K, ra-
tio is largely due to the strangeness exchange reactions induced by antikaons. In particular, values
of the order of 1 to 3 are expected in the energy range investigated here, independently of the detail
of the hadronic phase dynamics. Finally, it is stressed that rapidity distributions are consistent with
the rescattering process. Comparison with other works and implications of our results are exam-
ined.
I. INTRODUCTION
A considerable interest arose recently for the antipro-
ton annihilation on nuclei and especially for the subse-
quent particle production. The reason is the appearance
of new ideas' about the mechanism of the annihilation,
which could be different from the conventional picture.
In the latter, supported by the bulk of the experimental
data (for a review, see Refs. 6 and 7), the antiproton is
supposed to be annihilated on a single nucleon in the nu-
clear surface, generating a few pions which cascade
through the nucleus. This process transfers, even for an-
nihilation at rest, a few hundred MeV at least to the nu-
cleus. This process is, however, not really explosive, but
fragmentation of the nucleus can occur.
Recently, in a provocative article, Rafelski claimed
that some of the data concerning the annihilation of 4
GeV/c antiprotons by Ta nuclei give evidence for the for-
mation of a cold quark-gluon plasma. According to this
author, the antiquarks give rise to the merging of several
nucleon bags (up to 13 in this particular example). The
presence of a quark-gluon system would reflect on the
multiplicity and the rapidity distributions of A and E,
particles.
The multiplicity of strange particles was also present-
ed, for the time in Ref. 3, as a possible indicator for the
presence of another special, although less spectacular
phenomenon, namely the annihilation of an antiproton
on two (or more) nucleons. According to Refs. 3 and 8,
even if this phenomenon occurs in a pure hadronic phase,
the strange particle yield should be enhanced, compared
to the conventional picture. The possibility of this
phenomenon is demonstrated by data on pd annihila-
tion, ' in particular by the very existence of the
pd~~ p process. ' ' In Ref. 13, convincing argu-
ments are presented in favor of the occurrence of two-
nucleon annihilation on nuclei. However, no detailed cal-
culation, including properly the rescattering of produced
particles and secondary production, exists up to now.
Our purpose is to remedy to this situation and present
the results of an intranuclear cascade type of calculation,
still in the spirit of the conventional picture. We have
been stimulated by the existing data on A and K, produc-
tion, as measured in Refs. 14 and 15. However, we are
also interested in many other aspects, namely the spectra
of these strange particles, the yield of other strange parti-
cles, and the yield and spectra for nonstrange particles
(pions and rj mesons). We concentrate also our attention
on the various contributions to the total yields of the par-
ticles and we show that some of them have been poorly
evaluated in the past.
Our paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we short-
ly describe our cascade model. In Sec. III, we discuss the
basic ingredients of our calculation: model for A produc-
tion and parametrization of the cross sections. In Sec.
IV, we analyze the experimental results available up to
now. In Sec. V, we concentrate on our results for strange
particles and point out the various contributions. Section
VI is devoted to the analysis of our results. In Sec. VII,
we discuss the relationship of our work with previous cal-
culations. Finally, Sec. VIII contains our conclusion.
II. NUMERICAL MODEL
Our model is a cascade model. Although our group
has developed a complex intranuclear cascade code in-
cluding nucleons, pions, and deltas, very successful at low
energy, ' we preferred to work with a simplified cascade
picture. The reason is that at high energy a lot of
different particles can be produced, which makes the
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code considerably slower. Also, some particles are pro-
duced with a low cross section, which would require very
high statistics and therefore huge computation time.
We thus turn here to a simplified cascade model, still
based on simulation, but taking the target nucleus as a
continuous medium with a sharp boundary in which par-
ticles can travel on the basis of a mean free path picture.
The first step is to determine the p-annihilation site. The
impact parameter is chosen at random, as we11 as the
penetration depth in agreement with the experimental an-
nikilation cross section.
The annihilation is supposed to occur as in free space.
We use the experimental pX data which, at low energy,
are quite complete. In particular the multiplicity of the
various mesons m, K, co, g are rather well known.
Antiproton annihilation frequently creates mesonic
resonances, which eventually decay into ~'s and K's.
Since we are interested in annihilations occurring in a nu-
clear medium, we have to distinguish between long-lived
resonances (cu and g) and short-lived resonances, whose
lifetime is so short that even in a nuclear medium, one
can consider that they decay immediately. In pp, the
presence of long-lived resonances makes the multiplicity
of "true" (direct) pions smaller than the "experimental"
(asymptotic) ones.
At large momentum (4 GeV/c, e.g. , ) the situation is
more complex since, before it annihilates, the antiproton
may have made, with an important probability (see Sec.
III), an inelastic collision which can produce particles.
To simplify the calculation, we stick with the annihila-
tion site as determined by the annihilation cross section.
But we then assume that either a single annihilation or an
inelastic process followed by an annihilation occurs at the
same place with the appropriate weights. In doing so, we
introduce a slight error since, in reality, the inelastic pro-
cess takes place ahead of the annihilation site. The
corrections will be small anyway since the p mean free
path is small and since the properties of the annihilation
are weakly dependent upon energy. So, to summarize,
the multiplicities of the various particles
(~,E,E,q, co, A, A ) are taken from experiment (Refs.
16—21 and Ref. 7 for a review).
The momentum of a produced particle is determined at
random in accordance with the known particle spectra.
They have a Boltzmann shape in the pN system, for most
of them. We give more details in Sec. III.
The cascade of a produced particle is constructed on
the basis of the mean free path picture. Let it be a pion,
for instance. We choose at random the interaction point
assuming the free path follows an exponential law. The
type of interaction (absorption, elastic scattering,
creation of particles), if many channels are possible, is
chosen at random according to the respective cross sec-
tions. The interaction nucleon is supposed to have a
momentum due to Fermi motion. The final state is then
realized subject to energy-momentum conservation. The
direction of propagation of the outgoing particles is
chosen at random in relation with the known experimen-
tal angular distributions. The procedure is resumed for
the outgoing particles, which then may interact, and so
on.
g f (a)N ' g 0(a, g)
cx geX(a)
g f(a) (2. 1)
Even if f(a) is very small, we can generate a large num-
ber 1V(a) of events with particle a and then achieve an
accurate calculation of G. In other words, if one is in-
terested in rare events, one can so disregard the nonin-
teresting events.
Concerning point (b) above, it does not constitute a
real limitation, since the nuclear density is never greatly
perturbed during the cascade process, at least at low en-
ergy. The mean free path picture in a continuous medi-
um adopted here is the basic procedure commonly used
in the cascade calculations of many groups. '
III. PHYSICAL INGREDIENTS
A. The annihilation
In the annihilation, the following particles may be
created: ~, co, g, K, K, A A, X, and X. Below the AA
threshold, we use the existing data (that we average over
pp and np whenever possible). The most important ones
can be found in the review. They are also summarized in
Table I. The spectrum of m, K, and K particles is taken
as thermal with temperatures quoted in the same table.
The spectrum of co's and q's is described in Ref. 25: It
contains a strong two-body (cop and qp) component su-
perimposed to a thermal component. These particles are
supposed to be emitted isotropically in the annihilation
frame. Above the meson production channel (see Fig. 1),
the multiplicity of the various particles is corrected for a
possible production prior to annihilation, as explained in
Sec. II (here we include in the annihilation those process-
The model used here dift'ers from the standard intranu-
clear cascade (INC) model in two respects: (a) Only one
particle issued from the annihilation is followed, but all
the secondaries (except nucleons) are followed at the
same time. Observables are calculated by summing
events with appropriate weights. (b) The target is acting
here as a continuous medium. By using procedure (a), we
escape from the complications of enforcing energy-
momentum conservation at the annihilation. Since we
used experimental spectra for the produced particles, the
latter is nevertheless recovered on the average. We
checked on the final pion spectra that this procedure
yields results close to those obtained by the full INC
model. On the other hand, it allows a very Aexible use
and an accurate calculation of the observables even if it
corresponds to a particle rarely produced in the annihila-
tion. To illustrate this point, let a particle of species e be
produced in the annihilation with a frequency f (a). Let
also X(a) be the events that we generate with this parti-
cle initiating the cascade. Let finally 6(a, g) be an ob-
servable calculated in the /th event of these X(a) ones (it
may be the multiplicity of another particle, for instance).
The average value of 6 over all annihilations will be
given by
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es by which a hyperon and/or an antihyperon appears,
like pp ~AAX, ApKX, . . . ). To be more precise, if, for a
species a, the average multiplicity is f (p) in pN annihi-
lation and It (p) in production at p lab momentum p, we
simulate the annihilation and the production which may
precede it at the same time by using an effective multipli-
city









FIG. 1. Representation of the pp annihilation cross section
(including all channels), of the production cross section (inelas-
tic channels including a nucleon and an antinucleon), and of the
strange production cross section, 0.y (final channels containing a





where s and t are the usual Mandelstam variables. We
In Eq. (3.1), pd,.s is the average degraded antiproton
momentum after production. Note that at 4 GeV/c,f )f for pions, because about 1.8 pions are created in
the production and the pion multiplicity in the annihila-
tion is smoothly dependent upon p. For kaons, f =f„
since kaons do not appear significantly in the production
and f is slowly varying with energy. Finally, for A par-
ticles, f &f, since the pp~AX yield is strongly in-
creasing with energy. Actually, at 4 GeV/c, f =5.65,
0.178, 0.025, for ir, K (or K ), and A, respectively.
Above the AA threshold, we have to account for hype-
ron production. The A momentum is chosen at random
according to the law described in Fig. 2. The first two
peaks correspond to the two-body AA and AX channels,
respectively. The continuum is due to many-body chan-
nels, like AAnn or ANKtn. According to Ref. 19, the
A's are produced preferentially in the backward direc-
tion. We tentatively described the angular distribution
by
TABLE I. Characteristics of the data used in our calculation for the particles produced in the annihilation. The multiplicity refers
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FIG. 2. Missing mass spectrum in inclusive A production by
interaction of 4 GeV/c antiprotons with protons. The dots are
the experimental points of Ref. 19 and the curve is our parame-
trization for the three- or more body final state contribution.
The numbers give the relative contributions of the indicated
channel to the cross section.
first used B (&s ) the same as the one which describes the
NN elastic cross section. This, however, gives a too nar-
row and too skew rapidity distribution for the A's pro-
duced in pp (see Fig. 3). A reasonable description of this
distribution is achieved with half this value, i.e., B=3.34(GeV/c) .
B. Subsequent reactions
The following reactions are introduced:
rr+N~rr+N, r/+N, ai+N, A+K, X+K, (3.4a)
a+NN ~NN, (3.4b)
















FIG. 3. Rapidity (y) distribution of A particles produced in
pp collisions at 4 GeV/c. Full dots: data of Ref. 19, crosses and
open dots: our model with two values of the parameter 8 [Eq.
(3.3)). See text for details.
All the cross sections corresponding to processes
(3.4) —(3.10), except for (3.4b) and rrN~rrN, are taken
from current data tables ' and are parametrized
simply. The most important parametrizations are given
in the Appendix. For these reactions, we use free space
cross sections. Pauli blocking is nevertheless taken into
account for all reactions with a nucleon in the final state
(except for not very important reactions induced by a~
and r/ mesons). This is realized by multiplying free cross
section by an average Pauli blocking factor, similar to
corrections introduced by Kikuchi and Kawai and
Brenig for NN collisions. On the contrary, the pion-
nucleon elastic scattering and the pion absorption (3.4b)
cross sections are taken from Refs. 24 and 34, where the
e6'ect of the 6 resonance, the correction due to medium
on the 5 propagator, and possible absorption on three
nucleons are taken into account.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Concerning strange particle production on targets
heavier than deuteron, there have been essentially five
measurements: the KEK measurement of Miyano
et al. ' ' [p (4 GeV/c)+' 'Ta, bubble chamber], the
streamer chamber measurement' of the PS179 experi-
ment at LEAR [p (0.6 GeV/c)+Ne], the measurement
by Condo et al. [p (0—0.45 GeV/c)+C, Ti,Ta, Pb], the
electronic counter measurement of Smith et al. " (p at
rest+C, U), and the recent AsTERIx measurement for p at
rest on ' N target. ' Not all experiments measure all the
strange species. The data are summarized in Table II.
Most of the measurements are devoted to inc1usive cross
sections. The most prominent features are the relative in-
dependence of the A/K, ratio with energy (=2.3) (this
refers in fact only to data of Refs. 14 and 15), the large in-
dependence of the A multiplicity ( =0.02) with respect to
the target mass (Ref. 33}. Special emphasis was put on
the strong enhancement (a factor —6) of the A/K, ratio
in pTa (=2.3) with respect to the value of pp (=0.4).
These data are, however, subject to large experimenta1 er-
ror bars. Besides the usually quoted statistical error bars,
there are also disturbing aspects in the analysis. In Ref.
15, there are very few (much less than expected) K,
tracks with short length. The total K, yield is neverthe-
less obtained from the extrapolation of long tracks. Also
the early results of Ref. 33 are with standard deviation of
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TABLE II. Summary of the existing measurements concerning strange particle production in p an-





















yes no no yes
about 30%. Finally, the bubble chamber measurements
of Ref. 32, which give information on semiexclusive mea-
surements (like p A ~AAX), reveal intriguing data.
Indeed, the following cross sections are quoted: cr
(pea~AX)=193+12 mb, o (pTa~AE, X)=24.8+2. 8
mb, o (pTa~AAX) =1.920.8 mb. Disregarding double
associated production, which should be rather rare, one
has
o(p Ta~AX) =a (p Ta~AEX)+o (p Ta~AYX),
(4.1)
where Y designates a hyperon (either A or X). This can
be written in first approximation as
o (p Ta~AX) =4o (p Ta~AK, X)+o(pTa —+AYX) .
(4.2)
We neglect here the charge asymmetry which would
slightly increase the factor 4. Taking the values quoted
in Ref. 32 (see above), the right-hand side amounts to
—102 mb, which is substantially smaller than the in-
clusive A-production cross section. So, one has to be
careful in analyzing the data and in drawing conclusions
from comparison with theory.
Here, we will mainly be concerned with inclusive mea-
surements. However, semi-inclusive data we well as s-
quark production cross section should retain our atten-
tion.
V. RESULTS
A. The p (4 GeV/c)+Ta data
1. Multiplicities
Our prediction of the production cross sections for
several particles are contained in Table III, as well as the
so-called primordial cross sections, i.e., those which are
obtained from the production cross sections in pp by scal-
ing with the ratio between pTa (1628630 mb, Ref. 32)
and pp (24.2 mb, Refs. 7 and 21). One can see immediate-
ly that the rescatterings of the particles are very impor-
tant. Actually the detail is presented in Table IV, where
we split the predicted multiplicities into their different
contributions.
The A particles produced in the annihilation (see Sec.
II) account for 21.2 mb. Some of them disappear, by
strangeness exchange on nucleons AX~XX. However,
the most important contributions come from the subse-
TABLE III. Predicted cross sections (in mb) for several kinds of particles in the p annihilation on
"'Ta nucleus at 4 GeV/c, compared to experiment (last line). See text for details.
s squark
Primordial 21.2 145 21.2 10 582 311





109 2.5 5965 358
Final (with X) 244
"A":275
142 2.5 5985 454
Exp (Ref. 32) 193+13 82+6 3.8+2.0 277+21
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quent production by pions ( -49 mb) and strangeness ex-
change induced by antikaons (KN~ Ym ) whose contri-
bution amounts to -90 mb. Note that the most impor-
tant (positive) contribution pertains to the XN ~AN pro-
cess. The X's are mainly produced by ~%~2K and
EN ~Xm. reactions (see Table IV and below). Let us also
notice that the (negative) contribution of the AN ~XN
process is larger than the primordial cross section. This
is of course due to the fact that the A-destruction cross
section deals with primordial as well as secondary A' s.
Actually, about 20% of the primordial A's survive. Since
the X particles decay in A+@, and since therefore X
and A are hardly distinguishable in bubble chambers, we
sum up the A yield and one third of X yield (assuming
charge symmetry) before comparing with experiment.
We denote by "A" the resulting yield.
The case of the A's is very simple. They are produced
in the annihilation which gives primordial contribution of
21.2 mb and can be annihilated afterwards on a nucleon
AN~K +nm. In the absence of precise knowledge of
this cross section, we took o,„„=48/t/p (in mb, if the A
momentum p is expressed in GeV/c), following the indi-
cations of Ref. 34. This gives a final value of o(A)=2.5
mb, which agrees with the experimental value (3.8+2)
mb. Note that if the A annihilation cross section is
changed by —10', the final value will be o (A) = 3.0 mb,
which gives an idea of the sensitivity of the calculation.
The K, production is much more complicated. If the
cumulated number of primordial kaons and antikaons is
very much the same as for the final ones, there is never-
theless an important transformation of K's into strange
baryons and a roughly equal amount of K's created
through annihilation of A's and more importantly
through associated production induced by m, g, and ~
mesons. We predict a larger E, cross section ( —140 mb)
than the experimental one (82 mb). Note, however, that
this results from the large primordial yield. The latter is
taken from the measurements of Ref. 20, but if we took
TABLE IV. Multiplicity (last column) for several particles, with the contributions of the primordial annihilation and of various re-
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the systematic of Ref. 7, the primordial multiplicity
would be of the order of -0.12, which would result in a
much better agreement. Note also that neglecting the X
prediction (see Table V) reduces also the k, yield by
—16%%uo.
It is interesting to analyze the sensitivity of the calcula-
tion upon the physical ingredients. We illustrate this
point in Fig. 4(a), which shows that the nN~. YE rate re-
sults from a delicate balance of increasing cross sections
and of an exponentially decreasing spectrum. The situa-
tion is less critical for strangeness exchange reactions
KN~ Yn, as shown in Fig. 4(b).
2. Spectra
As emphasized in Ref. 2, a credible model should not
only predict multiplicities, but must also describe particle
spectra with reasonable accuracy. We present our results
below. The rapidity distribution for A particles is
displayed in Fig. 5. The agreement is satisfactory, al-
though the predicted spectrum favors too much the nega-
tive rapidities. In Fig. 5, the total spectrum is split into
the contributions pertaining to cascade induced by pri-
mordial A' s, m's, and K's, respectively. They have rough-
ly the same shape, although the K contribution is the
most peaked around y =0. In Fig. 6, we give arguments
showing that the y(0 part is largely due to rescattering
of A's and (especially) E's. A perfect agreement is ob-
tained when the rescattering of these particles is
suppressed.
Our results for the K„as well as the various contribu-
tions, are shown in Fig. 7. We obtain a rapidity distribu-
tion of roughly the same shape as in the experiment, with
still a slightly too large intensity for y =0. Our predic-
tions for pions, g's, co's, and A's are given in Figs. 8 and
9, respectively. The absorption of the A's does not seem
to change significantly the y distribution. The large aver-
age rapidity of the A's is due to the forward A production
in the elementary process. It is of course the symmetrical
counterpart of the A spectrum (Fig. 3) with respect to the
Primordial
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rapidity of the pp rest frame, y =1.1, for 4 GeV/c p s inPP
the laboratory system.
The pT spectra, for A, E„and A particles, are given in
Fig. 10 and compared with experiment. The general
agreement is rather good. A slight discrepancy seems to
appear for large pT A particles. The A spectrum is less
steep than the experimental one, although the experimen-




















p (4GeV/c)+»'Ta ~A+ X
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FIG. 5. Rapidity (y) distribution of A particles produced
after p annihilation on Ta nuclei at 4 GeV/c. Full dots: data of
Ref. 32, open dots: our calculation. The other symbols give the
contribution to the A distribution due to the cascade initiated
by the pions, the antikaons, and the lambdas, issued from the
annihilation. All the curves are normalized on the correspond-








The correct shape of the A and K, spectra at low pT indi-
cate that the rescattering process is generally well de-
scribed in our approach.
B. The p (608 MeV/c)+Ne data
KN Ax
KN ~~~
In Table V, we present the calculated multiplicities and
the contribution of the various reactions. It is interesting
to see that A's are produced by many processes, the most
important of which is the associated production induced
10 102











+ no A, K el.scatt.
FIG. 4. (a) Cross sections for some E-induced and ~-induced
reactions, as functions of the laboratory momentum. The
curves made of crosses give (in arbitrary units) the lab momen-
tum distribution of the pions and of the antikaons, issued from
the annihilation of 4 GeV/c antiprotons. (b) The curves give the
product of the (pion or antikaon) momentum distribution de-
picted in (a) with ov, where o. is the respective reaction cross
section and v is the relative velocity of the reacting particles.





FIG. 6. Rapidity (y) distributions of the A particles pro-
duced after p annihilation on Ta nuclei at 4 GeV/c. Full dots:
data of Ref. 32. Crosses: our calculation when A and K elastic
scat terings are neglected. Open squares: our calculation when,
in addition, XN~AN processes are neglected.







































~ 0 ~ yre wwrQa
=—
~ 0
p (4GeV/c)+ '"Ta ~A+X
FIG. 7. Same as Fig. 5 for the K, production.
C. The 0-450 MeV/c data
In Table VII, we compare our results for the A multi-
plicity on various targets with the experimental data of
102
p(4GeV/e}+ "'Ta ~ m+ X
by pions. At so low an energy, the cumulated number of
kaons and antikaons is decreased by the cascade process.
However, our calculation does not indicate so strong a
reduction as the experimental data. The K, yield is large-
ly overestimated (see Table VI).
The A and E, rapidity distributions are displayed in
Fig. 11. They are rather well reproduced. The experi-
mental E, spectrum is, however, somewhat Hatter.
FIG. 9. Rapidity (y) distribution of primordial and final A
particles after p annihilation on "'Ta nuclei at 4 GeV/c, as cal-
culated by our model.
Condo et al. ' Except for Ta, for which the experimen-
tal yield is surprisingly smaller than for the other targets,
the agreement is rather good. In this energy range the A
yield comes for almost equal amounts from m-induced as-
sociated production, strangeness exchange, and g, cu-
induced associated production.
D. Annihilation at rest
We have made an exploratory calculation in this case,
assuming a very slow antiproton. This brings uncertainty
on the annihilation site. However, as we concentrate on
produced fast particles, this does not matter so much. In
Fig. 12, we show the calculated m+, E+, and E spectra
(above 500 MeV/c) for the case of a U target. All spectra
have the same slope, consistent with the measurements of
Ref. 11. The relative yields above 500 MeV/c are








o CO TABLE VI. Same as Table III for p annihilation on Ne at























0 1 2 (no res) "A".13 8
FIG. 8. Rapidity (y) distributions of pions, q particles, and co
particles, produced after p annihilation on '"Ta nuclei at 4
GeV/c, as calculated by our model. All curves are normalized
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tially smaller than the experimental values, " respectively
3.0 and 3.2%. We have no explanation for this
discrepancy.
VI. ANALYSIS OF THE RESULTS
A. The s cross section
Our calculation allows us to study the s-quark produc-
tion cross section, equal, of course, to the s-quark cross
section. Theoretically, this quantity is simpler to ana-
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0. 0 0. 5 1.0 1.5
FIG. 11. Rapidity (y) distributions of A (a) and K, (b) parti-
cles following p annihilations on Ne nuclei at 608 MeV/e. The
full dots represent the experimental data of Ref. 15, and open
dots give our results. The curves are normalized on the respec-
tive multiplicities.
p(4GeV/c}+ '"Ta —+A+ X
lh




Oll 0ip O 0 0 0 0 0
0. 0 0. 2 0. 4 0. 6 0. 8
pT [{GeV/c) ]
FIG. 10. Perpendicular momentum pT distribution of A, K„
and A particles produced after p annihilation on '"Ta nuclei at
4 GeV/e. The full dots are the data of Ref. 32. The open dots
give our results. The two curves are normalized on the same
value for pT =0.2 (GeV/e) . The straight lines are fit of the ex-

























FIG. 12. Calculated pion, kaon, and antikaon momentum
distribution above 500 MeV/e, for particles produced after p an-
nihilation at rest on 'U nuclei. The curves are normalized on
the respective multiplicities.
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TABLE VII. Multiplicity of A particles produced in p annihilation on several nuclei at low energy.
We have also indicated the most important partial contributions.




p (0—450 MeV/c)+ A ~AX
















nihilation itself or via associated production, but the
strangeness exchange reactions do not modify their yield.
This point was already pointed out by Gibbs in Ref. 35.
Furthermore, in such systems as those we study here, the
destruction of strange quarks is negligible because this re-
quires close encounters of s and s quarks. Experirnental-
ly, the s-quark cross section cannot be reached directly.
If one restricts oneself to the particles listed in the first
row of Tables IV and V, one can write
o (s)=o ( "A")+o (K )+o ( "2") (6.1)
and
o (s ) =cr(A)+cr(K), (6.2)
where cr("X")=
—,'o(X) (see Sec. V A 1). These relations
are rather useless, for one cannot extract for instance
o(K) from cr(K ) and cr(K, ). However, if we sum Eqs.
(6.1) and (6.2), we get, using cr(s) =o (s ),
o (s ) =
—,
'[cr("A")+o (A)+o(E )+o (K)+cr.( "X")].
(6.3)
o (s) = ' [cr("A")+cr("X")+o(A)]+2o(K, ) . (6.4)
The experimentally determined cross sections [in the
case of pTa, we have to make an assumption about the
"X"cross section: We took the same "X"/"A" ratio ex-
perimentally as theoretically, which corresponds to
o("X") (=29 mb)] as well as the calculated ones are
given in Tables III and VI. We see that the quark cross
sections are largely overestimated, especially for the Ne
case. Tables IV and V also show that in our calculation
strange quarks are mainly created in the annihilation (we
We then use relation cr(K )+cr(K) =4K„which is correct
in the limit of isospin symmetric systems. (Note that the
correction will be only in second order in isospin asym-
metry. This also applies to A and X particles). We thus
write
where 0(y & l. We checked that an average value of
y-0.7 for A's and y-0.5 for I( E's is necessary to reach
agreement with experiment both for pTa and for pNe.
This medium effect is quite surprising in view of the rath-
er small density expected at the annihilation site.
B. The A/E, ratio
As explained in the Introduction, this ratio has attract-
ed very much attention. However, as we showed in Sec.
V, this ratio is not so much related to strangeness yield it-
self, but mainly to the reshufBing of the strange s quarks
from one species to the other by strangeness exchange.
As a matter of fact, if we neglect A and "X"production
{which in our case is not so important), we can approxi-
mately rewrite Eqs. (6.1) and (6.2) as
o ( "A") =xo (s),
o (K ) =(1—x)o (s),
a(K)=cr(s) .
(6.6)
recall that in this context, this label covers the
pp~AAX, . . . processes). Only 20% for pNe and 30%
for the p Ta are created by the subsequent cascade. It is
hardly conceivable that medium effects on the rescatter-
ing can change this contribution by a factor 2 or so (see,
however, Sec. VI F for a discussion of possible uncertain-
ties). Even if the strange quark production is suppressed
in the rescattering, the overall yield is too large. We thus
arrive at the surprising conclusion that, as far as strange-
ness production is concerned, the p annihilation might
not follow the free-space regime. Indeed, we just as-
sumed that the primordial yield is kept the same as in pp
and the cross section is just scaled by opA/o'-"". If one
attributes this disagreement to medium effect on the an-
nihilation solely, one can account for this effect by writ-
ing the primordial multiplicity for a strange species g in
pA:
(6.5)
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Using cr(K, ) =—'[cr(K)+cr(K )] and cT(s) =c7(s ), one
readily obtains
p (4 Ge Vlc)+ '"Ta ~A + X
ccAj j (6.7)
i.e., a function of the parameter x governing the reparti-
tion of the strange quarks into baryons and antikaons. If
one analyzes Tables IV and V carefully, one observes that
x results from the transformation of the E's into baryons
and to a lesser extent, from the subsequent associated
production. Roughly speaking, for small contribution of
associated production x represents also the percentage of
primordial K's transformed into hyperons. It turns out
that about one-half of the primordial K's are
transformed, both for pNe and pTa. To our opinion this
(quasi) equal value for both cases results from a compen-
sation between the size of the target, which favors a
larger transformation in heavy targets and an average
cross section which increases with decreasing energy (see
Fig. 4). Indeed, the KN~Yn. cross section decreases
with energy, but the E spectrum in the laboratory system
is softer in the Ne case: In the annihilation system, the K
spectrum looks like a thermal spectrum with a roughly
constant temperature =80 MeV, but the I.orentz boost
makes it softer for 608 MeV/c p s compared to the 4
GeV/c ones. The subsequent associated production,
creating additional hyperons, shifts the value of x from
x =0.5 towards x =0.7 —0.8, which through formula
(6.7), yields a A/K, ratio of the order of 2 —2.5. We do
not believe that this ratio can be considered as a universal
value valid for any target in a large domain of energy.
However, Eq. (6.7) shows that, provided a few rescatter-
ing occur, it will always lie between —1 and its maximum
value 4.
C. Scatter plot in moving frames
The authors of Ref. 32 insist very much on the distri-






FIG. 13. Scatter plot of A particles produced after P annihi-
lation on '"Ta nuclei at 4 GeV/e in the {y,3,p») plane. The
meanings of these kinematical variables are given in the text.
The small dots represent the A particles produced in cascades
induced by antikaons issued from the annihilation, whereas the
large dots refer to cascades induced by pions. The large dots
are given with a weight five times larger than the small dots.
See text for details.
particular, they produce a scatter plot of the observed A' s
in a plane whose coordinates are y» and p», respectively
the rapidity and the total momentum in a frame having
the velocity of the c.m. of the system composed of the in-
coming antiproton and of 13 target nucleons. In such a
system the experimental rapidity distribution peaks
around y» =0. Note that the number of target nucleons
(13) is not sharply defined. Our calculated distribution in
such a frame is displayed in Fig. 13. The calculated aver-
age rapidity is somewhat smaller than the experimental
one, a result which is already visible in Fig. 5 (see also
Fig. 6). Our scatter plot shows accumulation for y» (0
and p» (700 MeV/c and, as experimentally, a tail ex-
tending to large y» and p&3. In our picture, this simply
TABLE VIII. Calculated multiplicities for several particles for different targets at 4 GeV/c ( 'Ti,
'







4C+j j 0.113 0.144 0.169 0.024 0.030 0.037 0.038
0.086 0.086 0.087 0.022 0.021 0.022 0.022
0.003 0 0.002 14 0.001 5
0.107 0.107 0.109 0.056 0.051 0.046 0.046
0.256 0.245 0.232 0.189 0.165 0.143 0.142
1.31 1.67 1.94 1.10 1.43 1.68 1.73
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reflects the possible rescattering of the A particles and
does not need a stopping of the antiproton by a bunch of
nucleons.
D. Mass dependence
We studied this aspect in relation with the Condo data
and for 4 GeV/c antiprotons (see Table VIII). At low en-
ergy, strange particle multiplicities are fairly independent
of the target size (at least for targets heavier than C),
especially the K, 's. Therefore all cross sections scale as
as a direct consequence of the strong p absorption
cross section.
At high energy, the K, multiplicity is remarkably in-
dependent of the target mass, whereas the A multiplicity
increases with the mass, a consequence of the A genera-
tion by strangeness exchange reactions.
E. Energy dependence
F. Sensitivity to input data
Although our work constitutes a much detailed calcu-
lation, in the frame of multiple scattering within hadronic

















FIG. 14. Antiproton momentum dependence of some strange
particle production yields, as predicted by our model for the
case of "'Ta target. Full dots: multiplicity of K, particles.
Open dots: multiplicity of A-like particles. Square: ratio of the
multiplicities, scale on the right side. The straight line gives the
general trend of the K, multiplicity in pp annihilation.
The energy dependence is hard to assess as there are
only two or three experimental points. We make a
theoretical study of the energy dependence for the case of
'
'Ta. The results are given in Fig. 14. The K, yield
roughly follows the trend of the strange yield in pp, with
a steeper slope, however (for this calculation we used a
KK primordial frequency varying linearly from 5% at
rest to 17.8% at 4 GeV/c). The A yield increases linear-
ly, but is quite different from the A primordial yield,
which roughly follows the ratio o „/u„NN (see Fig. 1).
As a result, the "A"/K, ratio is fairly independent of p
momentum, once again an illustration of the discussion of
point (B) above.
phase, it cannot be considered as free of uncertainty. The
simplified cascade model is not really a limitation com-
pared to full many-particle cascade codes. On the other
hand, the multiplicities in the annihilation itself are not
known with great accuracy at large p energy. We think
particularly at the K and E multiplicity. The measure-
ments of Ref. 20 do not seem to follow the systematics of
Ref. 7, based on previous measurements at several mo-
menta extending from rest to 7 GeV/c, which are, how-
ever, admittedly scattered. The effect of a modification of
the KK multiplicity on our results is indicated in Table
III. The various cross sections entering the calculation of
the rescattering process following the annihilation are
rather well known. The most important ones, because
they give the largest contributions, i.e., the AN~~XN and
KN~ Ym reactions, are known with accuracy of the or-
der of -30% and —10%, respectively. Some of the re-
action cross sections are badly known, like for instance
gN~ YK and AN~ YK. They have not even been mea-
sured. Estimates ' may differ by a factor 2 to 3. For-
tunately, they give small contributions (a few percent) to
A and K, yield. So, altogether, we may quantify the un-
certainty of this calculation due to limited knowledge of
used cross sections as -10%.
We analyze also the possible errors coming from the
reactions which are neglected in our calculation. Most of
them are unimportant. Others have been neglected be-
cause of the lack of detailed information (if not on the
cross section, at least on angular distributions, spectra,
etc.). One of these may have non-negligible effects, how-
ever. It is the inelastic mN scattering, basically
mN~2vrN. The main effect of this process (only effective
in the p-Ta case) is the softening of the tail of the pion
spectrum, reducing so the number of pions contributing
to associated production, and therefore the s-quark yield
coming from this process. The other main pion energy
degrader process (included in our calculation) is the elas-
tic ~N scattering. Both processes have comparable (iso-
spin averaged) cross sections, 15—20 mb. So at first sight,
we might have overestimated the s-quark yield in associ-
ated production induced by pions [s]„z (0.066 per annihi-
lation; see bottom of Table IV) by a factor 2. However,
this may be partially compensated by other features. For
instance, we used an isotropic pion emission pattern in
the annihilation frame. If this is certainly correct at low
energy, the forward and backward directions are favored
at 4 GeV/c annihilations (see Fig. 6 of Ref. 37), giving
more energetic pions in the forward direction. Second,
we used a roughly isotropic m.N elastic scattering in the
c.m. frame which certainly overestimates the momentum
degradation in the 1 —1.5 GeV/c range. From indications
on the actual distribution, we expect a pion with momen-
tum = 1.5 GeV/c to lose 100—150 MeV/c per scattering,
while our assumption yields a value close to —500
MeV/c. Furthermore, in the mN ~2mN reaction
(modeled as mN~7rh with rough. ly the same angular
dependence as the elastic scattering), we expect a momen-
tum loss of -400 MeV/c for the fastest pion. So we
overestimated the pion momentum degradation in the
elastic mX process while we underestimated it by neglect-
ing the inelastic process. So we think that the quantity
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[s] ~ might be overestimated by 30%%uo at the most, possi-
bly bringing [s] z down to -0.045. However, we have
to mention that other uncertainties may still affect this
number. For instance, the true pion absorption is very
badly known in this momentum range. In our opinion,
all these uncertainties cannot be removed before the pion
input data are tuned on the pion observables (yield, spec-
trum, etc.), which are unfortunately lacking for the p-Ta
case. Note also that associated production induced by
q's and co's is less subject to similar effects since the
gN~AK threshold is rather low and coN~ YK has no
threshold.
In conclusion, the predicted cross section for s-quark
production in rescattering should thus perhaps be =100
mb rather than 143 mb in the p-Ta case (see Table III).
There remains a large excess in the final yield ( -410 mb)
compared to experiment, coming in part from the annihi-
lation itself, as underlined in Sec.VI A. If we admit a pos-
sible reduction of the associated production as just dis-
cussed above, the parameters y introduced at the end of
Sec. VI A would then be of the order of -0.8 and -0.7,
respectively.
We also neglected the pp~XX process, because of
lacking information. At 608 MeV/c, this process is not
possible. At 4 GeV/c, it is allowed, and if the hyperon
production is roughly independent of the kind of hyperon
(except for trivial mass effect), this would bring a sizable
enhancement of the A production. However, an impor-
tant X production seems to be ruled out by the existing
data. '
VII. COMPARISON WITH OTHER CALCULATIONS
We want here to compare with calculations in the same
spirit as ours. However, before we would like to com-
ment on some aspects of the work by Rafelski, advocat-
ing the formation of quark-gluon plasma in p annihilation
on nuclei (other works ' also exploit this idea). The
most important argument in favor of this picture is based
on the y distribution of strange particles. The maximum
occurs at y =0.1, which is interpreted as indicating a A
"evaporation" process of a plasma formed by the coales-
cence of the incoming antiproton with 13 target nucleons.
A somewhat disturbing aspect is that a similar interpreta-
tion tells us that K, particles are produced by a plasma
formed with three target nucleons only, and thus travel-
ing faster. The A and K, would thus be emitted by
different sources, an idea which is diScult to reconcile
with the fact that strange particle production necessarily
proceeds by ss pair creation. In our calculation the low
rapidity of the A particles appears naturally from the
slowing down due to collisions inside matter. In
pp~AYnm. , the A's are already produced in the back-
ward direction. For p at 4 GeV/c, this would correspond
to y =0.4 only (y,„,= 1.1). As a matter of fact, if the A' s
interact as in free space, they may even be too strongly
decelerated as compared to experiment (see Sec. VA).
Kaons are produced isotropically in pp system, i.e., with
an average rapidity -0.55 with a broad distribution.
They are slowed down quite eSciently, which broadens
TABLE IX. Tentative comparison between the works of
Refs. 39 and 40 and ours concerning calculated contributions to



































their y distribution appreciably. In summary, without
criticizing the possibility of plasma formation (after all,
baryon-antibaryon annihilation is presumably the most
appropriate process favoring partial deconfinement of
quarks ' ' ), we claim that y distributions are consistent
with multiple scattering and do not demand formation of
a slowly moving hot zone.
Let us come to comparison with works realized in the
same spirit as ours, i.e., with the works by Ko and Yuan '
and by Dover and Koch. The comparison with the first
work is rather easy since the authors considered about
the same contributions as we do for A production in p (4
GeV/c)+Ta, although they make a real calculation for
the n N ~AK contribution only (they did not consider K,
production). We obtain a somewhat smaller contribution
of the primordial A' s, because we allow for a slowing
down of the antiproton prior to annihilation, due to the
production of pions. The contribution coming from
rrN~AK comes larger in our work (see Table IX),
presumably because we account for pion production prior
to annihilation, for multiple interactions of the pions, for
the pions coming from mesonic resonances, and for a
complete three-dimensional (3D) propagation of the
pions. A larger discrepancy between the two works
arises for the strangeness exchange, from kaons to hype-
rons KN~Am and between hyperons AN~XN. The
difference for the first process is easy to trace back. The
estimate of Ref. 39 is based on a cross section of 7 mb. A
look at Fig. 4(a) immediately shows that the effective
cross section is rather -20—30 mb. It is so because the
K spectrum is very broad (and not at all concentrated
around the pp c.m. rapidity, as assumed in Ref. 41, and
because the cross section is strongly increasing when the
K momentum is decreasing. The comparison is a little bit
more complicated for the AN~EN process. Looking at
Fig. 4 and Table IV, we see that an important number of
X's are produced by the KN ~Xm. process and
transformed back into A' s. This contribution is indeed
neglected by Ko and Yuan. Again, Fig. 4 tells us that
this is not reasonable since, due to the broad K spectrum,
the effective KN~Xm cross section is —10 mb, which is
quite important.
Let us come to the work by Dover and Koch. First of
all, they assume that observed A's correspond to all hy-
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perons. Therefore, they consider A+X at the same time
and do not split into the respective contributions. How-
ever, the main difference between this work and ours (and
also the work by Ko and Yuan) is the scaling law applied
to calculate primordial multiplicities. In Ref. 41 and in




~„; (p A ~gx) =cr(pp ~gx)
o,„„(pp)
(7.1)
This ensures that summing over all final states, one recov-
ers the total pA annihilation cross section. Instead, the
authors of Ref. 42 use
o~„(pA ~gx)= A,za. (pp~gx), (7.2)
where A,z is the effective number of target nucleons par-
ticipating in the annihilation. This effective number is
taken from (p, n ) measurements. It is not clear what is
the true physical meaning of A,z but, if used for annihila-
tion channels, it does not at all ensure the summation of
all channels to be equal to the total annihilation cross sec-
tion. Furthermore, it is not certain that one can borrow
concepts that are relevant for more or less coherent pro-
cesses, like (p, n ), and use them for incoherent annihila-
tion processes. In any case, this makes an important nu-
merical difference since a value of A,&=18 is quoted in
Ref. 42 for the pTa system, whereas the ratio appearing
in Eq. (7.1) =1628 mb/24 mb=68, so the comparison is
rather difficult. The primordial A contribution comes
about the same, because in Ref. 42, there is a compensa-
tion between the small value of A,z and the inclusion of
all hyperons (see above). The pion-induced associated
production is about the same (in all works). The K-
induced strangeness exchange is about of the same order
in Ref. 41 as in our work. Here again, there is a compen-
sation between the sma11 A,z value and the large
KN ~ YK cross section (40 mb) used, still supposed to in-
clude all hyperons with the same weight (see Fig. 4 for
comparison). The associated production induced by
heavy mesons is treated quite difFerently in both works.
The gN~AE contribution is not calculated in Ref. 42,
whereas the authors obtain a large mN~FE contribu-
tion. In our work, we neglect short-lived mesons, be-
cause they have a good chance to decay before colliding
with another nucleon.
We want to close this section by saying a few words
about Ref. 13. Therein, it was argued that strange parti-
cle yield in p A could not be accounted for by the conven-
tional (pN+rescattering) picture and thus the author
pointed out the necessity of having pXN annihilation.
The results presented here are at variance with the dis-
cussion in Ref. 13. The explanation is that therein, the
associated production (and also the strangeness exchange)
is largely underestimated. As Fig. 4 reveals, using an
average momentum to estimate reaction yield (neglecting
details of the momentum distributions) is sometimes un-
safe.
UIII. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
We recall here the main physical aspects of our ap-
proach. The antiproton is supposed to annihilate on a
single nucleon, possibly after making an inelastic scatter-
ing. The particles (baryons, antibaryons, and mesons) is-
sued from these interactions can cascade through the nu-
cleus, making various reactions. In short, our model em-
bodies multiple scattering and reactions proceeding in a
hadronic phase. The motion is treated semiclassically,
but as carefully as possible (no restriction to Glauber for-
ward approximation, Pauli blocking, etc.). Furthermore,
except for pions, no medium correction is applied. As we
explained in the preceding sections, within this frame, the
calculation is not free from uncertainty, due to limited or
incomplete knowledge of some elementary processes:
K (K ) multiplicity, X production in the primordial an-
nihilation, g and co-induced reaction cross sections, etc.
We can estimate that this uncertainty may be of the order
of 10—15%. Furthermore, we did not include all possi-
ble reactions. For instance, we did not include short-
lived mesons, like the p, f2, . . . mesons and the K*
mesons. Their effect is negligible at low energy, but may
be appreciable at high energy, because of Lorentz time di-
latation. We recall, however, that the introduction of a
heavy meson in the annihilation, even if it has a large
multiplicity, does not automatically lead to a large effect.
What matters indeed is the difference between production
yield induced by these heavy mesons and the one induced
by the pions it can produce asymptotically in free space.
After comparison of the respective cross sections (not
very well known) and the respective multiplicities and
taking account of the possible decays, one can estimate
that the p contribution would be less than or equal to
-1.5 times the cu contribution. This would not alter our
conclusion (see Tables III and IV). Furthermore, it one
considers that some hadronization time is needed before a
hadron becomes real or effective, i.e., possesses its known
interaction properties, so short-lived an object as the p
would hardly interact in the processes considered here.
In spite of these uncertainties, our work handles all the
complexities of the multiple scattering, and, at least from
this point of view, is probably a very elaborate descrip-
tion of the collision process in hadronic phase. We calcu-
late the particle yields but also their spectrum. Further-
more, we showed that in several cases at least (e.g. ,
KN~ Yn. ), it is crucial to treat all the 3D-momentum
distributions of the colliding particles in order to have a
correct reaction yield.
Even though we have realized the most satisfactory
(and still tractable) approach in the hadronic phase, as-
suming elementary interactions, it neglects some part of
physics. This does not only refer to the transition to a
quark-gluon plasma. It was our initial purpose to con-
trast the two hypotheses. But, our approach neglects, for
instance, medium effects, both on the annihilation pro-
cess and in the rescattering (see below). Another impor-
tant aspect is the hadronization time, which has not been
studied very much.
Our results compare relatively well with experiment.
The rapidity distributions, the mass dependence, and the
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energy dependence relative to strangeness production are
relatively well reproduced. The A yield is fairly well
reproduced for the Condo data, and for the 4 GeV/c
data. If the mesons resonances and/or the X's are
neglected, we achieve a very good agreement. The A
yield is well described but the latter is determined by sim-
ple aspects of the dynamics. We overestimate strongly
the K, yield (we want to stress that our calculation is the
only one available for this yield}. One of our important
results is the demonstration that a A/K, ratio of the or-
der of 2.5 is easily achieved by the rescattering process.
We also showed that this ratio mainly comes from the
transfer of the s quarks from the original E mesons to the
hyperons and to a lesser extent from associated strange-
ness production which brings a rather small additional
contribution compared to the primordial production
(occurring in the annihilation). The observed strange
yield by no means requires exotic processes. This con-
clusion is very much akin to the one obtained in Ref. 42,
although there are sensitive di6'erences between the two
works. Similarly, the results of this work suggest that
there is no need for annihilation on several nucleons.
This should be contrasted with the discussion of Ref. 13.
But, as we already explained, this latter underestimates
the contribution to A yield of the strangeness exchange
processes. Therefore, the only available measurements in
favor of two-nucleon annihilation are those of pd, where
the signal is clear, and the hypernucleus formation,
which still have to be analyzed carefully.
To make a last comment on the K, yield, comparison
with experiment seems to indicate that either the K (K }
multiplicity in the annihilation is changed when the latter
occurs inside nuclei, or that the strangeness exchange is
inhibited inside matter. Both possibilities are interesting
and we believe that calculation (and measurements) of
more exclusive cross sections will shed light on the
strangeness production and propagation mechanisms in-
side matter.
We thank Dr. K. Miyano and Dr. Y. Yoshimura for an
interesting correspondence.
APPENDIX: CROSS SECTIONS
o(vr p~X K+)=0, p &1.03,
=0.12p', 1.03 &p & 1.5,
=1.12p ' 1.5&p &5,
cr(n p~X K )=0, p &1.03,
(A3)
=0.31p ', 1.03 &p & 15, (A4)
o(n p~7)n)=0, p &0.69,
=1.47p ', 0.69&p & 100,
o(~ pecan}=0, p &1.095,
(AS)
p —1.060'(K p ~K+p) =3+ 11.5 1+exp 0.8
0„,( K+n)=18. 6p~s~ p &1.150,




0.8&p &1 ~ 5,
=10, 1.5 &p,
0(K n~K n)=20p ' 0.5&p &1,
=20p ' ' 1&p &4,
o(K p~K p)=13p 0', 025&p &4,
u(K p~K n)=3. 5p ' 0. 1&p &1,
=3.5p ', 1&p &40,
o(K p~X n )=0 6p ', 0. .2&p &1.5,








= 13.76 ', 1.095 «10,p3. 33 1 07
(A6)
(b) Kaon-induced reactions
A. Simple parametrizations of experimental cross sections
=0.65p", 0.9&p &1,
=0.65p, 1 &p & 10,
r'K')=0, p &0.9,
(A 1)
=0.1p" 1.05 &p &1 ~ 5,
=1.48p '" 1.5 &p & 10, (A2)
We first list simple but reasonably accurate parametriz-
ations of experimental cross sections. Below, a11 cross
sections are given in mb and p denotes the incident
momentum in GeV/c:
(a) Pion-induced reactions
=1.2p, 1 &p &6,
cr(K p~Am )=50p —67p+24, 0.2&p &0.9,
=3p 0.9&p &10
(c) Hyperon-induced reactions
o(Ap~Ap)=12. 2p ', 0. 1&p &0.9,
=14.4p ' 0.9&p &2.0,
o(Ap~X p)=0, p &0.636,
=30p" 0.636 &p &0.8,
5 7p
—2s 0 8&p &1 7
o(X p~X p)=38p ' 015 &p & 10,
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o(X p~X n)=13.5p ', 0. 1(p &0.7,
cr(X p~An)=13. 2p ", 0. 1(p &0.7 .
(A20)
(A21)
Some remarks are in order. Expression (A9) is an esti-
mate of the inelastic K +n cross section based on the vari-
ous final channels containing a pion which are given in
the literature. The parametrization of the exothermic re-
actions (A12)—(A16) and (A21) do not respect the expect-
ed I/O law. We nevertheless used them down to p=0.
I
But, in our case, the possible error at very low momen-
turn is not serious because, in general, very few slow par-
ticles contribute to the reactions rates (as exemplified by
Fig 4. ). The same remark applies to the elastic K pa-nd
hyperon-proton cross sections.
B. Isosyin averaged cross sections
For a reaction A +B~C+D, the isospin averaged
cross section is defined by
a(A +B~C+D)= g g g g o(m„m&~mcmD),1 12T +1 2T +1A 8 mA mBmcmD (A22)
where the cross sections appearing to the sum applies to definite members of the isospin multiplets. If the reaction
proceeds through a single value of the total isospin T, it is sufficient to know the value of only one of the
o(m„mtt~mcmD) quantities (provided it does not vanish) to evaluate cr. If the reaction proceeds through several
values of T (two in the examples below), it is then necessary to make assumptions about the interference between the
different amplitudes. Below we neglect these interferences (or which gives equivalent results, we assume no phase be-













o (KN ~KN) =
—,
' [o (K+p ~K+p)+ o «,(K+n) —o;„,~(K+n)],
o(KN~KN)=
,
[cr(K n~—K n)+o(K p~K p)+cr(K p~K n)],
o(KN~XN)=
,




o (AN ~AN) =o (Ap ~Ap),
tr(AN ~XN) = 3o ( Ap ~X p),
cT(XN~XN)= ~[o(X+p~X—"p)+o(X p~X p)+o(X p~X n)] .
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